This paper discusses a few mechanisms that can assist to answer the title question. The initial approach is to use an established model for DC magnetron sputter deposition, i.e., RSD2013. Based on this model, the impact on the hysteresis behaviour of some typical HiPIMS conditions is investigated. From this first study, it becomes clear that the probability to observe hysteresis is much lower as compared to DC magnetron sputtering. The high current pulses cannot explain the hysteresis reduction. Total pressure and material choice make the abrupt changes less pronounced, but the implantation of ionized metal atoms that return to the target seems to be the major cause. To further substantiate these results, the analytical reactive sputtering model is coupled with a published global plasma model. The effect of metal ion implantation is confirmed. Another suggested mechanism, i.e., gas rarefaction, can be ruled out to explain the hysteresis reduction. But perhaps the major conclusion is that at present, there are too little experimental data available to make fully sound conclusions. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
A researcher interested in answering the title question will seek for information on this topic. Two pathways are quite popular. The first is to perform experiments, and the second is to set-up a model to describe the process. In both cases, one will look for information in the literature to initiate the work. In this perspective, modelling is used to get some insight into the hysteresis behaviour during reactive HiPIMS (R-HiPIMS). Experimental work is, however, essential and plays a critical role in the benchmarking of the simulation model. It is, therefore, surprising that dedicated experimental work on this topic is rather scarce despite the commotion after the publication of the paper by Wallin and Helmersson. 1 on hysteresis free sputtering during RHiPIMS. If only those R-HiPIMS papers are selected where the hysteresis behaviour is studied, a very limited data set (see Appendix, Table I ) is obtained that makes it hard to answer the title question. Only 26 papers were found when the keyword "hysteresis" was combined with "HiPIMS" in the Web of Science. The hysteresis behaviour is discussed in some detail in 16 papers, resulting in 37 table entries of which approximately half have sufficient details to feed the simulation efforts. Two points are striking when Table I is studied in detail. First, there is a wide variety in the experimental approach to study the fundamental behaviour of reactive R-HiPIMS. Different ways of powering make comparison difficult. Second, the number of reactive gas/target material combinations is limited. Most papers focus on Ti/ O 2 and Al/O 2 (28 of 37 entries) with a few interesting exceptions. A possible reason for this scarcity is the difficulty to perform a hysteresis experiment during R-HiPIMS. This is already mentioned in the paper by Wallin and Helmersson. who mentioned that arcing can be an issue during R-HiPIMS and hence limits the parameter space that can be accessed. In Wallin's paper, this limit affects even the validity of the answer to the title question. Indeed, from this heavily dominated reactive direct current magnetron sputtering (R-DCMS) perspective, the hysteresis free behaviour discussed by Wallin et al. is questionable as full target poisoning was never achieved.
Another important lesson can be learned from Table I . Hysteresis during R-HiPIMS is sometimes observed. This claim has to be treated with care as the reactive gas flow is sometimes changed too fast with ramp rates up to 2 sccm/s. The observed hysteresis may then result not from the intrinsic mechanisms but from the non-steady state conditions. 2 Nevertheless, other reports on hystereses indicate that, just as in R-DCMS, the observation of hysteresis depends on the experimental conditions. So, the title question is perhaps illdefined, and it is better to restate it as follows: It seems, although the experimental data are scarce, that it is harder to observe hysteresis during R-HiPIMS than during R-DCMS. In this perspective paper, the intension is to supply modelling based information that can give insight why this observation probability is lower.
II. THE VIEWPOINT FROM A R-DCMS MODEL
It is safe to state that the understanding of R-DCMS is more advanced than R-HiPIMS. The main reason is the longer track record of R-DCMS as discussed in Introduction, and hence, a larger amount of experimental data is available to the interested reader. The process modelling of R-DCMS started quickly after its usage to deposit compounds, and with the publication of the Berg model, it allowed to describe the process in a qualitative way. [3] [4] [5] This model describes the balance of reactive gas atoms that are consumed by the chemical reaction on the substrate and the target and by the action of the mechanical pump of the vacuum system. The target reaction results in compound formation, which finally leads to target poisoning, i.e., a strong reduction of the sputter rate. The original Berg model describes the target reaction by chemisorption of neutral reactive gas molecules.
This model is able to reproduce the S-shaped hysteresis behaviour, which is experimentally accessible by means of feedback control. 6 The existence of a hysteresis can be evaluated based on the presence of two critical points, i.e., points where the system abruptly changes as a function of an operation parameter like the reactive flow. Alternatively, the pumping speed of the system can be compared with the critical pumping speed as Kadlec et al. 7 propose. However, this approach asks from the model to resolve the unstable transition region, which will not be the case for the upcoming time-dependent models below. With this in mind, the hystereses are all simulated with time-dependent models and characterized only by their two critical points.
Latter models introduce knock-on and direct reactive ion implantation as additional target poisoning mechanisms to explain the formation of a few nanometre thick compound layers. This has led to the development of the RSD2007 (Reactive Sputter Deposition 2007) model. 8 Finally, as sputtered atoms can return to the target due to gas scattering, redeposition was added as a target process. So, as currently comprised in the RSD2013 model, [9] [10] [11] several target processes are analytically described. Moreover, the target and the substrate can be spatially resolved by the combination of the RSD2013 model with a Monte-Carlo particle-trajectory code entitled SIMTRA. 12, 13 More details on the RSD2013 model and its application can be found in some recent papers. 9, 14 In this section, the RSD2013 will be applied to demonstrate some important features of the reactive sputtering process, which can give insight into the R-HiPIMS process. The system under investigation is the sputtering of Al in an Ar/O 2 atmosphere under DCMS, pulsed DCMS, and HiPIMS conditions. These conditions share the property that the periodic averaged power density is of the same magnitude (up to 50 W/cm 2 ), but the peak power density and as such the duty cycle are substantially different. HiPIMS is typically considered for duty cycles of <10%, while pulsed DCMS can be defined as the complement with a duty cycle of >10%, excluding of course regular DCMS with a duty cycle of 100%. The peak power density is then limited to 50 W/cm 2 for (pulsed) DCMS, while HiPIMS conditions are considered as above 50 W/cm 2 up to 10 kW/cm 2 . This classification is a simplified version as the one proposed by Gudmundsson et al., 15 as HiPIMS covers now a broader range in the peak power density. This seems justified based on Table I where several references use the term HiPIMS for these lower peak power densities.
The RSD2013 model used for the pure R-DCMS simulations is in essence the model as described by Strijckmans. 11 This simulation software 16 is freely available to the interested reader. Two solution methods are provided: a time dependent solution, which is flow controlled, or a steady state solution, which is pressure controlled. The flow controlled time dependent solution is not able to access the nonstable transition regime in contrast to the pressure controlled steady state solution. The latter solution is of course only applicable if no explicit time dependency is considered for R-DCMS. The model used here, which is further called the RSD model, is slightly adapted in the description of the deposited and redeposited reacted particles that are sputtered from the target. The compound and chemisorbed fraction on the target, together denoted as the reacted target fraction, are still assumed to congruently sputter. This results in the definition of one molecular sputter yield for both fractions (Y r ¼ Y c ). However, in contrast to the previous version of the model, 10 it is now assumed that the formed molecules MR z leave the target atomically as M and R atoms. This modification influences the description of the deposition on the substrate and of the (optional) redeposition on the target. In both cases, this (re)deposition means an additional metal flux and a flux of reactive gas atoms towards their surface. The metal flux increases the metallic fraction and sticks on both reacted and non-reacted metal sites, while the reactive atom flux sticks only on non-reacted metal sites, decreasing its number. Impinging reactive atoms unable to react are then assumed to re-enter the gas phase after recombination with another reactive atom. Two reasons motivate this modification. First, it is more realistic for the modelled Al/O 2 system that the reacted fraction is atomically sputtered. 17, 18 Second, to extend this model later to account for returning ionized metal atoms, the sputtered M atoms should be treated separately from the sputtered O atoms.
It is important to mention that the ion current in the RSD model is approximated with the discharge current neglecting any electronic contribution. A changing ion-induced secondary electron emission yield Y isee based on the target state is as such omitted. For the R-DCMS Al/O 2 system, this means that a relative small decrease in the ion current at fixed discharge current from the metallic to the poisoned mode is not included as the Y isee is estimated as $0. 20 Also, the assumption of Ar þ being the dominating ion species is violated, as metal and oxygen ionization can become comparable. However, knowledge of all these individual Y isee s is rather scarce or not existing. The importance of the electronic contribution will depend on the target material/reactive gas combination under investigation. For a Ti/O 2 system, for example, IR modelling 21 shows that its impact is low, which seems to be in line with the limited increase in the Y isee as a function of the discharge voltage for both its metal and its oxide. 20 The RSD model for R-DCMS is extended to a RSD þP model to allow a time dependent current, which is needed to include the most important feature of HiPIMS, namely, the high current pulses. This RSD þP model permits for a time dependent current. Due to this inherent time dependency, only the time-dependent solution of RSD can be applied. Based on this RSD þP model, two additional versions RSD þPR and RSD þPM were established. Each version accounts for a separate additional effect, which is claimed to be important during R-HiPIMS. The RSD þPR model accounts for a lower sticking coefficient of the reactive gas during pulse-off-time, compared to pulse-on time. 22 The RSD þPM model includes the implantation of an ionized sputtered metal during the pulse-on time. As no plasma model is included, the fraction of the sputtered metal that ionizes and gets implanted becomes an additional parameter. The implementation of the RSD þP and RSD þPR is rather straightforward due to the possibility to describe the dynamics of reactive sputtering with the RSD model. For the RSD þPM , some extra commenting is at place. The RSD model includes already the implantation of reactive ions, which is described by a Gaussian implantation profile. The metal implantation profile is also described in a proper way by a Gaussian. However, the assumption that implanted species do not occupy additional volume within the target is already disputable for the implantation of oxygen in aluminium. To illustrate, the Al number density in stoichiometric Al 2 O 3 decreases already by $20% compared to pure Al. If implantation of Al also is accounted for, this is even further violated. As such, the RSD þPM model accounts for the volume expansion by metal implantation. It includes homogenous relaxation terms within the equations of the target, based on the study by Sigmund and Lam. 23 Volume expansion by implanted oxygen is, however, not yet included.
The independent parameters where the RSD model relies on are summarized in Table II for the reference Al/O 2 system. The parameter choice is partially based on the fitting results of this kind of system 24 for a one-cell (uniform) description of the target. This ensures that the reference Al/O 2 system is parametrized with some level of realism. Nevertheless, the goal of the presented simulations is not to quantitatively match some experimental hystereses but to show some wellchosen trends influencing the hysteresis behaviour related to the title question. All simulations with the RSD model, and the described extensions, are set-up from this reference system at the same averaged power of 100 W, unless otherwise mentioned. A rectangular block pulse is used in the extensions. To keep the averaged power constant, the current is increased when the duty cycle is lowered at fixed frequency. Note that the chosen substrate area can be somehow considered l as it should embody all gettering surfaces in a typical vacuum system. This results in a relative higher pressure at the first critical point compared to most experiments. Realistic chamber geometries and deposition profiles can be included based on SIMTRA 13 simulations. However, we chose to restrict the modelled system to its essentials, avoiding unnecessary details complicating the picture.
In Section II A, the influence of the argon pressure on the hysteresis during DCMS is investigated with the RSD model. Section II B shows with the RSD þP model the sputter cleaning of an oxidized target. Also, the hysteresis behaviour due to a current pulse with a varying duty cycle is studied with the RSD þPR model. Finally, in Section II C, the important effect of metal implantation is treated from a DCMS viewpoint with the RSD model by the effects of redeposition and an effective reaction rate coefficient. This is then compared with the RSD þPM model including metal implantation.
A. The influence of the argon pressure
Quite often, the working gas pressure during R-HiPIMS is higher as compared to similar experiments in R-DCMS.
Probably, the most important reason for this higher pressure is related to the delay of the current rise. It has been reported that this delay time became long when the pulse frequency was decreased, 25 the discharge voltage lowered, 26 and the working pressure reduced. 27, 28 To avoid the extinguishing of the plasma and/or to allow the discharge current to substantially increase, i.e., at the characteristic high peak currents for HiPIMS, the working pressure is on average higher under HiPIMS conditions as compared to DCMS. At this point, it is also interesting to remark that most experiments described in the overview table (see Appendix, Table I ) use a large target. The magnetron discharge stability is typically higher for bigger systems.
Changing the working pressure in a R-DCMS system has several impacts. The discharge voltage as the effective erosion zone (racetrack) decreases for increasing working pressure (at a fixed current), at higher working pressure, gas rarefaction becomes more prominent, and the deposition and redeposition of sputtered material change. Of course, all these effects impact the hysteresis. 11 Here, the effect of redeposition is discussed in Section II C, while gas rarefaction is touched on in Section II B. In this section, the diluting effect of an increasing working pressure on the reactive gas fraction is treated. This effect of the working gas pressure during R-DCMS was demonstrated by Sarhammar et al. 29 They showed that it primarily attributes to the disappearance of the hysteresis at higher working gas pressures for some target material/reactive gas combinations and especially for the Al/O 2 combination. The RSD model permits to assist in the understanding of this behaviour. Figure 1 shows the oxygen fraction, i.e., the oxygen pressure vs. the total pressure, as a function of the oxygen flow for a low (Figure 1(a) ) and a high ( Figure 1(b) ) sticking coefficient of the reactive gas on the target. The other simulation parameters were kept constant (see Appendix, Table II ).
For a low sticking coefficient (see Figure 1 (a)), the hysteresis clearly vanishes at higher working pressure, while for the high sticking coefficient case (see Figure 1(b) ), hysteresis is still observed at higher pressure. This difference in behaviour is related to the two included target processes, i.e., chemisorption and direct ion implantation. Chemisorption is defined by the oxygen flux towards the target, i.e., the process is influenced by the oxygen pressure. For ion implantation, the oxygen fraction is of importance because the oxygen ionization probability depends on the fraction in the plasma. So, when the argon pressure is increased, the balance between both processes will shift towards more chemisorption. To poison the target by increasing the oxygen flow, it is clear from Figure 1 that higher oxygen fractions are needed for a low target sticking coefficient because target poisoning is mainly driven by ion implantation. Chemisorption becomes more important if the argon pressure increases. This results in two effects. First, the target poisons at lower oxygen fractions but at higher oxygen pressures (not visible in Figure 1 ). This means that more oxygen needs to be introduced to poison the target, and hence, the first critical point shifts to the right. This effect is much less pronounced for a high target sticking coefficient as the target is mainly poisoned by chemisorption. Second, on returning from the poisoned mode, i.e., at the second critical point, target poisoning is mainly defined by ion implantation as chemisorption on a highly oxidized surface is limited, and the oxygen fraction is high. However, when the argon pressure is increased, again chemisorption takes over. This is nicely demonstrated by the shift to higher oxygen flows of the second critical point in both cases. As one poisoning mechanism is "switched off," it becomes easier to return to the metallic mode. The difference between the high and the low sticking coefficient behaviour will be amplified when the sticking coefficient on the substrate is changed, which is proportional to the change of the target sticking coefficient. The rather artificial conditions, i.e., a high sticking coefficient on the target but a low one on the substrate, were just used to explain the effect.
One of the often studied target material/reactive gas combinations in R-HiPIMS, i.e., Al/O 2 , belongs to the low sticking coefficient case as demonstrated by Sarhammar et al. 29 Also, for another often studied target material/reactive gas combination, i.e., Ti/O 2 , the hysteresis can easily be removed when the argon pressure is locally increased in R-DCMS. 30 As the knowledge is dominated by experiments with Ti and Al in O 2 /Ar, these two findings indicate that perhaps just the fact that HiPIMS works quite often at higher working pressures is sufficient to lower the probability to notice a hysteresis effect.
B. High current pulses
HiPIMS uses in contrast to DCMS high current pulses. The RSD þP model implements these high current pulses. The effect of the duty cycle and the frequency was studied in detail. The frequency ranged from 1 Hz to 1 kHz, while the duty cycle ranged from 5% to 80% at a constant average power of 100 W. No effect on the hysteresis was observed, except for the lowest frequency of 1 Hz. This behaviour was already reported by Berg and Nyberg. 4 The reason is that the reaction kinetics during reactive magnetron sputtering are much slower as compared to the generally used pulse frequencies for R-HiPIMS. From this viewpoint, the process runs almost independently of the frequencies. The use of low frequency current pulses was experimentally explored by Billard and co-workers. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Another effect that is claimed to influence the hysteresis during R-HiPIMS is the enhanced target cleaning (e.g., removal of oxide layer) during the pulse-on time due to the high current pulse. Of course, similar to R-DCMS, the sputter cleaning of the target will be more effective with increasing average power. This is illustrated in Figure 2 . The target is first poisoned by the introduction of 8 sccm of oxygen for 5 s (see grey region). The time to poison the target, i.e., to reach a metal fraction h m equal to zero, depends on the power. Then, the oxygen flow is switched off, and the cleaning of the target is followed until the target is again completely metallic (h m ¼ 1). The time to clean the target scales inversely with the power. If now the R-DCMS simulations are compared with the RSD þP simulations for the R-HiPIMS case, it is noticed that the target only poisons noticeably slower at the highest power during R-HiPIMS and that there is only a minor effect on the target cleaning. For the RSD þP simulations, the peak current is fixed, but the duty cycle is accordingly increased corresponding to the increasing DC powers. The frequency is set at 1 kHz. From these simulations, it is clear that the time to clean a poisoned target is of the order seconds, which is at least an order of magnitude longer than typical pulse periods (10 -1 to 10 -4 s). An effect that was not considered here is that the high peak power within the pulse implies a much higher discharge voltage compared to R-DCMS. This increased discharge voltage amplifies the oxide sputter yield, which would enhance cleaning. However, it is the product of the current and the sputter yield that defines target cleaning or the oxide erosion rate. When the same product of the current and the voltage, i.e., power, is used for both the R-DCMS and the RHiPIMS, the oxide erosion rate will be unaffected if the sputter yield linearly scales with the voltage. This relation is, however, not well known for Al 2 O 3 . The experimental data are scarce, 36 while a simulated relation is suggested by Depla et al. 9 In the latter, a slight supralinear relation was found for the relevant voltage range, which indicates that sputter cleaning would be slightly more effective in RHiPIMS due to the higher used voltages.
During the R-HiPIMS pulse, reactive gases such as nitrogen and oxygen get "activated." This activation can not only be excitation but also dissociation of the molecules. This means that during the pulse-on time, the plasma is more reactive as compared to the pulse-off time. This reactivity modulation was introduced in the RSD þPR model. During the pulse-on time, the sticking coefficient of the reactive gas is set equal to 0.1, while in the pulse-off time, it was reduced to 0.01. The selection of these values is based R-DCMS values for the measured substrate sticking coefficient 37 and the fitted target sticking coefficient obtained by modelling. 24 The pulse-off value is set equal to the average of measured sticking coefficients for molecular oxygen on Al surfaces.
38-44 Figure 3 shows the result for two pressures. The behaviour at higher pressure is somewhat surprising as the hysteresis becomes less pronounced at higher duty cycles, i.e., at higher average sticking coefficient. In the case of the low pressure simulation (0.4 Pa, Figures 3(a) and 3(c) ), the trend as a function of the duty cycle is readily understood. As the duty cycle increases, the average sticking coefficient on both the target and substrate increases. The enhanced gettering of the reactive gas results in a lowering of the oxygen pressure before the first critical point, but there is little change in the first and second critical points because the poisoning mechanism is dominated by ion implantation. The latter is not the case at higher pressure as discussed in Section II A. Indeed, the calculated chemisorption fraction (compare Figures 3(c) and 3(d) ) is much higher at higher pressure, which makes chemisorption (and knock-on implantation) an important poisoning process at the first critical point. As the duty cycle is increased, the effect of ion implantation on the first critical point becomes even less important because the reactive gas fraction becomes lower due to the enhanced gettering. As target poisoning at the first critical point is now defined by chemisorption, this critical point shifts towards lower oxygen flows as the average sticking coefficient becomes higher. For the second critical point, which is dominated by ion implantation, due to the high oxygen fraction, a change of the sticking coefficient affects in a minor way the second critical point. The overall result is a narrower hysteresis. Although this effect is perhaps not so important in the context of the title question, it shows the subtlety of hysteresis experiments and hence the danger of making fast conclusions.
From these simulations, another conclusion can be drawn. It has been suggested that the diminishing of the hysteresis effect is due to gas rarefaction, 45 i.e., the reduction of the local gas density above the target due to the impact of the sputtered atoms with the reactive gas and the sputtering gas. The argon and oxygen gas densities can be expected to reduce in a similar way as their masses are comparable. This means that the oxygen fraction in the ion current towards the target remains the same, and therefore, gas rarefaction will probably not influence the ion implantation mechanism. A local density reduction will result in a lower reactive gas molecular flux and hence affect the chemisorption contribution to target poisoning. Chemisorption is influenced by the product of the sticking coefficient and the oxygen flux. So, it can be expected that a periodical change of the local oxygen pressure will affect the hysteresis in a similar way to a periodical change of the sticking coefficient. Despite the fact that the sticking coefficient was periodically changed between 0.01 and 0.1, i.e., over one order of magnitude, the effect on the hysteresis was small, at least in the case of aluminium. As such, this statement will also probably hold for gas rarefaction.
C. Returning metal ions
Another well-known feature of HiPIMS is the high ionization degree of the sputtered metal atoms. Due to the presence of the target bias, sputtered atoms have a given probability to return to the cathode. This feature was already recognized early after the first application of HiPIMS and was introduced in the Christie model 46 and its successors. 47, 48 The influence of these metal ions on the hysteresis behaviour during R-HiPIMS was suggested by Kadlec and Capek 49 at the Reactive Sputter Deposition symposium in 2014. The influence of the recapture of sputtered atoms can be included in the RSD model in two ways. The first straightforward way is to increase the redeposition fraction in the model. Indeed, also in DCMS, sputtered atoms return to the cathode although the underlying mechanism is completely different from the HiPIMS case. In DCMS, scattering of the sputtered atoms by collisions with the working gas atoms forces, especially at higher pressures and/or for light target atoms, a given fraction of the sputtered atoms to return to the cathode. As the atoms have low energies, i.e., close to thermal, the redeposition is a surface process. Although the comparison with HiPIMS is weak, some of the returning sputtered atoms in HiPIMS could also affect the target surface condition. Therefore, in the first part of this section, the effect of redeposition on the hysteresis behaviour will be discussed. A second way to include the recapture of sputtered atoms in HiPIMS is to change the reaction rate constant in the RSD model. The rationale behind this approach is the following: The recaptured metal atoms in HiPIMS are high energetic ions that get implanted into the target. From the viewpoint of compound formation, the addition of an extra metal to the target can be seen as a lowering of the compound formation rate in the target bulk. The influence of lowering the reaction rate constant on the hysteresis will be studied in the second part of this section. Finally, in the last part of this section, the effect of metal ion implantation is studied. For these simulations, the RSD þPM was used, which was described at the beginning of Section II.
The effect of an increased redeposition fraction on the hysteresis behaviour is shown in Figure 4 . A clear shift of the first critical point towards lower oxygen flow is observed. This shift can be understood from the lower getter capacity of the process. As less metal is deposited on the substrate and the chamber walls, less reactive gas can be consumed by the substrate. Therefore, the target poisoning occurs at lower reactive gas flow. As Figure 4 shows, not only the first critical point but also the second critical point shifts in a minor way. Redeposition on the target results in a lower effective erosion rate that is defined by the action of both the sputter and the redeposition rate. When reactive ion implantation is the major poisoning mechanism, i.e., at the second critical point, the erosion rate defines the allocated time for the implanted reactive ions to react with the target material. When the redeposition fraction increases, and subsequently the erosion rate decreases, more compounds will be formed between the moment of implantation and the arrival of the implanted atom at the target surface. It becomes therefore more difficult to return to the metallic mode. As a result, together with the first critical point, also the second critical point shifts towards lower oxygen flows. Figure 5 shows the hysteresis behaviour of the oxygen partial pressure as a function of the oxygen flow for 4 different reaction rate constants. Clearly, when the reaction rate constant is lowered, the hysteresis effect becomes less pronounced. It is perhaps too simple to state that the reaction rate constant scales inversely with the return probability (see further). However, it is clear that a 50% reduction of the reaction rate already results in 18% reduction of the hysteresis width. For 75% reduction of the reaction rate, the effect is even stronger (62% reduction of the hysteresis width, see inset). Therefore, it is safe to state that the implantation of metal ions balances the chemical reaction towards a more metallic target at the same oxygen flow.
Finally, the effect of metal ion implantation is studied for both R-DCMS and R-HiPIMS (see Figure 6 ). The effect is very similar for both powering methods and confirms in this way the discussion given above. When the metal return probability is increased, less metal is used in the chemical reaction on the substrate. Therefore, the hysteresis shifts towards lower oxygen flows as discussed in connection with the redeposition process (see Figure 4) . However, in contrast to the simulation including only redeposition, both critical points strongly shift. This behaviour shows that redeposition alone cannot explain the hysteresis reduction in R-HiPIMS and that the simulation result shown in Figure 4 is mainly due to the reduced getter capacity. Indeed, the linear behaviour between the first critical point and the redeposition fraction shows a strong resemblance with the effect of lowering the deposition rate as discussed by Depla et al. 9 The shift of both critical points corresponds to the effective lower reaction rate for compound formation as the metal implantation balances the compound formation as discussed in the context of Figure 5 . As such, Figure 6 can be seen as a combined effect of metal redeposition and a reduced reaction probability.
III. TOWARDS A R-HIPIMS MODEL
In Section II, several important effects for the hysteresis behaviour during R-HiPIMS were investigated from the viewpoint of R-DCMS modelling and extensions of this model towards the HiPIMS situation. It is concluded that ionization and implantation of sputtered metal play a key role in answering the title question. Notwithstanding, the RSD þPM model describes this effect, and it depends on the input parameter e M þ that stands for the ionization and returning probability of sputtered metal. To quantify this parameter, the need of coupling the RSD model with a plasma model emerges. Such a plasma model would have the advantage that also other plasma related effects and details can now be included that are missing in the RSD model. Indeed, in the RSD model, it is assumed that the flux of reactive ions implanted into the target is proportional to the ratio of the partial reactive pressure to the total pressure. This neglects any difference in ionization probability between the reactive and inert gas particles. Such and other plasma details can be expected to have a larger influence on the reactive behaviour during R-HiPIMS compared to R-DCMS. In the study by Raadu et al.,
50 the ionization region model (IRM) was proposed to describe the non-reactive HiPIMS plasma for the sputtering of Al. This basic model was further improved [50] [51] [52] [53] to better describe the plasma conditions. Recently, a R-IRM 21 was proposed to simulate the R-HiPIMS plasma. This plasma model seems at this moment the right candidate to couple with a reactive sputter deposition model because of two main reasons. As the IR model is a time-dependent global (volume averaged) model for the plasma chemistry defined by rate equations in the form of ordinary differential FIG. 5 . The simulated hysteresis behaviour of the oxygen pressure as a function of the oxygen flow for different reaction rate constants of the implanted oxygen in an aluminium target. The other simulation conditions were set equal to the "standard" conditions as in Table II. FIG. 6. The influence of the combined ionization and return probability of a sputtered metal e M þ on the hysteresis behaviour during (a) R-DCMS (duty cycle 100%) and (b) R-HiPIMS with duty cycle 10%. A frequency of 1 kHz was used for the R-HiPIMS configuration, while the argon pressure was 0.4 Pa in both cases.
equations, it has a low complexity. This has the advantage that an acceptable fast simulation is possible. This is a necessary condition as the timescale to correctly resolve the HiPIMS pulse-on time is of the order 10 À6 s. This contrasts the timescale on which the reactive behaviour stabilizes to the steady state, which is of the order seconds as shown in the discussion on sputter cleaning (Figure 2) . Luckily, the duty cycle of HiPIMS is typically <10% and repetition frequencies <10 kHz, which allows the integration step during pulse-off time to increase to at least a factor of 10. Furthermore, the IR model accounts not only for the plasma chemistry but also for several transport effects. Gas rarefraction is here of particular interest as it is claimed another coined effect to explain hysteresis reduction. 45 Finally, the IR model has been connected with some experimental results at least for the non-reactive case. 54 A. RSD 1IR model
The strategy is now to integrate the basic reactive IR model into the RSD model. The starting point was the nonreactive IR model proposed by Raadu et al. 50 where now the reactive species were added. In this first approach, the extra included species were kept to a minimum. Only ground state molecular and atomic oxygen and their first positively ionized states were added besides an atomic "hot" oxygen component that originates from oxide sputtering. Most input data such as reaction rates, sputter yields, and cross-sections for the non-reactive species are taken from the paper by Raadu et al. 50 For the reactive species, the paper by Gudmundsson and Thorsteinsson 55 is a useful source. Concerning the simulated Al/O 2 system, the current-voltage data for metallic and poisoned mode and system configuration published by Aiempanakit et al. 56 are used. In more detail, the described setup is a two inch Al target sputtered in an Ar pressure of 0.8 Pa (pumping speed $50 l s À1 ) at a frequency of 500 Hz and a pulse length of 50 ls. Both metallic and poisoned modes were maintained at a constant average power of 50 W.
A schematic of the coupling between the IR model and the RSD model is given in Figure 7 . The two models run simultaneously where the time step is dictated by the much faster dynamic of the plasma. Every time step, parameters between the two models are exchanged. The RSD model supplies the state of the target by its metal (h m ) and reacted (h r þ h c ) fraction, the global reactive P O2 and the fixed inert P Ar partial pressure in the chamber, and the desorption flux F O2 of non-reacted implanted reactive gas ions due to sputter erosion as recombined molecular oxygen. The reactive partial pressure P O2 still determines the reactivity at the substrate side and the diffusional refill of the IR. This IR is spatially separated from the target surface by a sheath thickness. However, this distance is considered sufficiently small ($mm) to reasonably assume that the particle fluxes that leave the IR hit the target unchanged. As such, the IR is FIG. 7 . Schematic of the coupling between the RSD and the IR model. The RSD model is subdivided in the chamber with partial reactive pressure P O2 , the substrate with compound fraction h s and the target with metal fraction h m , chemisorbed fraction h c and compound fraction h r at the surface, and concentrations of the non-reacted metal n t,Al and non-reacted oxygen n t,O in the bulk. The IR model solves for the densities n x of the relevant species x and the electron temperature T e . The electron density n e is based on the quasi-neutrality condition. Both models are coupled by in-and outgoing fluxes F x of particles together with the molecular oxygen flow balance (Q O2 , Q t , Q s , and Q p ) of the RSD model. Any transport of Ar is omitted in the figure. More details of the individual models can be found in the study by Raadu et al. 50 and Strijckmans and Depla.
virtually in direct contact with the erosion zone of the target and defines in this way the ionic and reactive fluxes that modify the state of the target. In the opposite direction, the sputtered species leaving the target first enter the IR where they can be modified due to plasma interactions. They also form the sputter wind 57 that causes some gas rarefaction in the IR. The particles that leave the target define the oriented sputtered particle fluxes of metal and reactive particles towards the substrate or the deposition flux. The metal particles are fully incorporated into the growing film. For the reactive particles, the incorporation will depend on the available non-reacted metal sites. If these reactive particles do not find a metallic reaction partner on the substrate, they are assumed to desorb as molecular gas (see flux F c,O2 on Figure 7 ). This then increases the global reactive partial pressure P O2 .
The current-voltage-time (IVt) characteristic forms an essential input for the IR model. The experimental IVt characteristic is fitted with a single parameter F PWR . 50 This fit parameter F PWR represents the fraction of the electrical power used to heat the electrons. As the operation mode, i.e., metallic or poisoned, strongly defines the IVt characteristic, 56 it is necessary to modify the IVt characteristic for the changing target condition in the model. 
B. First result
A hysteresis during R-DCMS and R-HiPIMS has been simulated with the RSD þIR model (see Figure 8) . To allow some level of comparison with the previous RSD and modified RSD simulation results (see Section II), the average power of 100 W is taken in both the R-DCMS and the R-HiPIMS simulations. A frequency of 1 kHz was used in the R-HiPIMS simulations. Remark that now the hystereses are simulated at constant power, while the previous modified RSD simulations were at constant current. Considering this, the metallic mode towards the first critical point ran under comparable power conditions in the constant current mode, while the poisoned mode towards the second critical point ran under lower power conditions ($70 W) due to the lower discharge voltage in the poisoned mode. For the RSD þIR simulation of the R-DCMS regime, the discharge voltages and currents are interpolated between the metallic mode (350 V, 0.286 A) and the poisoned mode (250 V, 0.4 A), maintaining the constant power of 100 W.
In both cases, a clear hysteresis is observed in Figure 8 , but for the R-HiPIMS conditions, a substantial shift of the whole hysteresis to lower oxygen flows is observed. This can be explained based on the increased return probability of the sputtered metal that ionizes and is back attracted, like treated in Section II C. Indeed, this return probability e M þ for the RHiPIMS case is around $20% during the metallic mode, while for the R-DCMS case, it settles around $10%. From this first result, almost no diminishing or vanishing of the hysteresis is observed, only a shift. This observation seems to be in line with the results from Section II C. If the return probability is rather modest (<40%), no strong diminishing of the hysteresis is observed. However, the return probability e M þ is now likely underestimated due to the used IR model. In this basic version, 50 the generated ions have no preferred direction of leaving the IR. It is implicitly assumed that no potential difference exists over this region and that the full potential fall is over the sheath outside the IR. More recent versions of the model 21, [51] [52] [53] acknowledge this and modified the model to establish a small part of the potential fall over the IR, coupled with an additional back attraction probability towards the target with a value close to unity.out as possible mechanisms for the hysteresis reduction. Sputtered metal atoms that become ionized and return to the target seem to be the most important mechanism. This effect is not a pure surface process as a clear difference between the effect of metal redeposition and of metal implantation in R-DCMS is observed. The metal implantation reduces the overall compound formation in the bulk target. To improve the R-DCMS model, the RSD2013 model was coupled with the global ionization region model. Preliminary results seem to confirm the above hypothesis. However, it also indicates the necessity of a more profound IR model for simulating RHiPIMS deposition than the model used here. This point, in combination with the need for more experimental work on this topic, shows that the R-HiPIMS has a bright future, but as stated by Niels Bohr, 58 "Prediction is very difficult, especially if it is about the future." 
APPENDIX: EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND MODEL PARAMETERS

